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Major economic & market developments for the week ended 6/9/17

• E o o i  opti is  & o fide e i  Co gress’ a ility do  fro  post-election highs

• ASCO 2017 wrap-up: exciting cancer therapy developments

• Crude oil weak on supply gut – more supply may come if OPEC cheats

• Fed likely to raise interest rates on Wednesday

• Very extended Tech sector suffers pullback on heaviest volume in over a year

• S&P 500 uptrend remains in-tact, with 3 days of distribution

• NASDAQ Composite – last Friday’s tradi g as largest daily do side olu e i  o er a year
• Group rotation – tech obviously leads, but seems likely to cool

• YY Inc. – the leader in China for live streaming
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E o o i  opti is  & o fide e i  Co gress’
ability to enact reforms fade

Still optimistic (barely) - clearly disappointed 

in Congressional inaction on

healthcare and tax reform



ASCO 2017 Chicago Conference wrap-up:
Exciting developments in Cancer therapy
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While early, researchers are making 

progress i  I u otherapy  –
the use of the hu a  ody’s 

immune system (T-cells) to destroy 

cancer cells.

Early leaders in this investigational 

field are:

•Kite Pharma (KITE)

•Novartis (NVS)

•Juno Therapeutics (JUNO)

Other companies with recent 

good news:

•Puma Biotechnology (PUMA)              

HER2 breast cancer

•GlycoMimetics (GLYC)

Refractory AML

(FDA: Breakthrough Therapy)

•Inovio (INO)

HIV vaccine

https://apnews.com/52d6989c79ba42f1adc4794b2283e85e/New-frontier-in-cancer-care:-

Turning-blood-into-living-drugs

Good story on Immunotherapy:

https://apnews.com/52d6989c79ba42f1adc4794b2283e85e/New-frontier-in-cancer-care:-Turning-blood-into-living-drugs


Crude oil weak on supply glut –
more supply may come if OPEC cheats
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12 month lows



Fed highly likely to raise rates on Wednesday
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Investors 

see a 99.6% 

probability 

of a rate 

hike

Will this spur the financials to take market leadership?

http://www.cmegroup.com/trading/interest-rates/countdown-to-fomc.html



Very extended tech leaders suffer pullback last Friday
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Given the price moves and outperformance in Tech leaders,

a pause to refresh for over a month would not be unusual.

Question: if Tech cools, which sector(s) will assume leadership?

Banking?  Infrastructure (Materials)?  Biotechnology?

Investor’s Business Daily
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S&P 500 Index

Uptrend remains in place, with 3 Days of Distribution
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NASDAQ Composite

Largest daily downside volume in over a year



Group rotation: Tech obviously leads, but seems likely to cool
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YY Inc. – the leader in China for live streaming          

Live streaming in China: 2016: $3 billion (up 180% y/y) – In 2017: $6.3 billion

#1: YY     #2: MOMO     #3: NTES
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